
9 ANSWERS TO THE 
MOST COMMON 
EZFEED QUESTIONS

www.amelicor.com/feed-management

Our software guides you 
to see feed expenses 
that cause problems. 
You can understand the 
accuracy of employees 
and feed rations. Be 
confident in making 
better decisions to 
increase milk quality and 
quantity for your dairy.

Feed your cattle accurately
 

We get it, feed is expensive.
If you know the problem, you’ll know how to fix it. 
EZFeed does that. 
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Getting Started: 

1 2 3 4Understand:
We seek to 
understand your 
unique feed 
process and 
challenges.

Custom Quote: 
Based on your 
needs, we provide a 
custom quote for 
the software and 
hardware you need.

Installation:
An Amelicor 
representative 
visits your farm to 
take care of the 
installation.

Training & 
Success:
We train your staff 
so they are 
comfortable with 
the new software.

with the EZfeed SYSTEM.



Did you know there are 
options for tablet computers 
and software plan?

Newer technology saves time 
and money by allowing your 
feeders and feed managers 
to be more efficient.

Is it time to 
Upgrade EZfeed?

There are options if you don’t need the most 
rugged tablet computer or would prefer to 
subscribe on a monthly basis to use the 
EZfeed software.

Visit amelicor.com/tablet or ust the QR code to read more about the 
EZfeed tablet software and request more information about your options.

Let EZfeed Guide You
The EZfeed tablet software was designed to adapt to any 
screen size and be highly visible. EZfeed helps guide your 
feeders in creating the perfect TMR and unloading the 
right amount in front of each pen.

The tablet software also helps you track what actually was loaded and 
fed - for the feedback you need to improve. It is the perfect productivity 
tool for feeders!

EZfeed Tablet Software


